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Stale Bread
Dayem Mohammad Ansari

On my bed, I spent the day
and it could be a Sunday.
Staring the ceiling with moving fan
and sound of its whirling.
Silence was my room-mate.
My refrigerator was filled with stuff
yet I survived on tea.
Thousand times I tried to reach my phone,
wished to grab but it was still remote.
I am a leftover meal, consumed by none,
waiting in thrash for some canine
to extract me from there by scratching
with his legs and survive on me.
It is an age where I am always followed,
but accompanied by none.
To be a friend I am always requested,
and when accepted, I surely lose one.
I must ask Alexa for she has a brain
more lively than these walking dead.
I am no God to live in solitary confinement.
I have subscribed to Netflix, Amazon
and watched a piece of mine there.
And yes, I have always been into pieces.
Some beeps reached my ear, I am alerted.
I hold it and viewed the screen,
"Happy Birthday! Stay blessed."
I smiled and thanked the sender
for sending the massage but couldn't come.
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